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	Essential Blogging : Selecting and Using Weblog Tools, 9780596003883 (0596003889), O'Reilly, 2002
With weblogs-or "blogs"-exploding all over the Web, the only  thing lacking for power users and developers is detailed  advice on how choose, install, and run blogging software.  Written by leading bloggers, Essential  Blogging includes practical advice and insider  tips on the features, requirements, and limitations of  applications such as Blogger, Radio Userland, Movable Type,  and Blosxom.  This book will get you up and blogging in no  time.




Blogging has exploded. Every day 1,500-3,000 new bloggers join the  Internet. That's a staggering number of new voices,  new opinions, and new experiences. You can join these  bloggers — all it takes is some software and something to say.  We've written this book to help you quickly get up  and running with the software.  

There are many different choices for blogging software, with names  running the gamut from the obvious (Blogger) to the literary (Movable  Type) to the bizarre (Blosxom). Everyone who blogs has an opinion  about the software they use and often about software they  don't use. This book tries to take a balanced look  at some representative blogging tools and to show you how to use them  to produce a unique blog worthy of your thoughts.  

We start by defining a blog and how the various blogging tools differ  in features, price, and ease of use. The first chapter will help you  find a blogging system. The second chapter surveys some programs that  can make posting and maintaining a blog easier, regardless of which  tool you choose.  

The rest of the book is devoted to the tools. For each tool, we show  you how to install and configure it, post to and maintain your blog,  customize your blog's appearance, syndicate stories  with other blogs, and customize and manage your archive of old posts.  

Generally, it takes two chapters to explain all the functions of each  tool. Some products might have very simple posting maintenance but  complex templates, or have simple installation but complex  syndication. For this reason, the division of material between the  introductory and the advanced chapters isn't  consistent from product to product.  

Finally, we end with advice from experienced bloggers; what to do,  what not to do, and how blogging has changed people. We  don't provide much information on the philosophy and  sociology of blogging — we don't address the  question "Is Blogging Journalism?",  nor do we try to define just what a warblogger  is. Our main objective is to help you select a blog system and get it  up and running as soon as possible.  
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Introduction to Quantum MechanicsPrentice Hall, 1994

	Written by the author of the best-selling E & M text, this text is designed to teach students how to DO quantum mechanics. Part I covers the basic theory; Part II develops approximation schemes and real-world applications. *offers an unusually readable, consistent, and honest discussion of fundamental ideas. *some books allow students to...


		

Tides in Astronomy and Astrophysics (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2012

	Based on the lecture notes of a school titled ‘Tides in Astronomy and Astrophysics’ that brought together students and researchers, this book focuses on the fundamental theories of tides at different scales of the universe—from tiny satellites to whole galaxies—and on the most recent developments. It also attempts to...


		

Restricted Kalman Filtering: Theory, Methods, and Application (SpringerBriefs in Statistics)Springer, 2012

	In this book, I highlight the developments in Kalman filtering subject to general linear constraints. Essentially, the material to be presented is almost entirely based on the results and examples originally developed in Pizzinga et al. (2008a), Cerqueira et al. (2009), Pizzinga (2009, 2010), Souza et al. (2011), Pizzinga et al. (2011), and...





	

Sufis in Western Society: Global Networking and Locality (Routledge Sufi)Routledge, 2009
In recent years Sufism has undergone something of a revival as a spiritual alternative to other manifestations of Islam. This book investigates the development of Sufism in Western societies, with a regional focus on North America and Europe. Exploring a number of issues relating to the dynamic tensions between religious globalization processes...


		

Pricing, Risk, and Performance Measurement in Practice: The Building Block Approach to Modeling Instruments and PortfoliosAcademic Press, 2009
If you are reading this you are probably either considering buying this book or have already done so.

If you have already purchased this book we would like to say thank you, and congratulate you for deciding to join us on our journey toward better, faster, more resilient, and more flexible pricing, risk modelling, and performance...


		

Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Approaches Based on Rule Induction Techniques (Massive Computing)Springer, 2006
This book will give the reader a perspective into the core theory and practice of data mining and knowledge discovery (DM and KD). Its chapters combine many theoretical foundations for various DM and KD methods, and they present a rich array of examples – many of which are drawn from real-life applications. Most of the theoretical...
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